
Alex GORSKI

EMAIL: alex.gorski@gmail.com
PHONE: 603-571-1865
GITHUB: {http://github.com/alexgorski}
TWITTER: @pickitupsnake
MEETUP PRESENTATION: 
+ NYC’s 101 Best Restaurants { www.platt101.com } (4/11/13)
BLOG: {http://alexgorski.github.io/blog/}
+ jQuery and Your Controllers
+ Focusing on Math

Prior to full-time coding, Alex investigated derivative traders in the NYMEX markets and the 
deficient audits of public companies. While unearthing nefarious schemes and white-collar 
crimes, Alex realized he would be happier if he were creating new products rather than 
uncovering endless troublemakers.

After years in public service, Alex has started solving problems. Alex is developing open source 
projects for users to find and track top restaurants and for students to improve math skills. Alex is 
also developing proprietary products concerning a better method for young people to acquire life 
insurance and a better method for US residents to engage in prop betting through a fantasy 
sports framework.

+ Food & Family
+ His dog, Sir Boo Boo
+ Weightlifting
+ Reading (preferably on a beach)
+ Economics & Finance
+ Hoppy IPAs
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HIRE FLATIRON - an app that matches Flatiron students and employers.
+ Responsible for creating the main routes for resources and implementing a linear navigation for 
user flow. 
+ Built a custom authorization system to provide students, admins, and employers appropriate 
permissions and views.
+ Constructed Rails layouts, views, and partials from a Twitter bootstrapped based theme.
+ Created a widget to display upcoming interviews for students and employers.

PLATT101.COM - a way to find, review and track the 101 best restaurants in NYC
+ Utilized Yelpster Gem to retrieve and build robust restaurant data set via Yelp API.
+ Used Google Maps API3 and custom number markers to display restaurants by rank.
+ Working on implementing WebSockets and Faye to update Yelp attributes in realtime.

EDCENTIVIZE.COM - a one minute arithmetic test
+ Used JQuery to create arithmetic problems of varying difficulty and to score user answers.
+ Currently building out timing feature and rails integration.
+ Ultimately integrate student prizes for certain achievements

Johns Hopkins University, 2005
+ B.A. Economics 

Baruch - Zicklin School of Business, 2014
+ M.S. Information Systems 

CME Group - NYMEX
New York, NY

Investigations
2011-2013

+ Uncovered largest front-
running scheme in NYMEX 
crude-oil trading

+ Designed, tested and executed 
research strategies for energy 
products to identify prohibited 
trading activity; lead team in case 
initiations, reach outs, and watch 
activity.

+ Dissected 3-8 million traded 
contracts per week using Excel 
and proprietary software for 
prearranged trading, initiating 
five investigations and numerous 
letters of warning.

+ Identified a flaw in CME 
Group’s analysis of 539 
violations for options; presented 
solution to management for best 
practice adoption and systems 
implementation

+ Planned and executed 
investigations: sending discovery 
requests, interviewing witnesses 
and writing investigative reports.

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE EDUCATION

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
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PUBLIC COMPANY 
ACCOUNTING OVERSIGHT 
BOARD
New York, NY

Enforcement & Investigations
2010-2011

+ Investigated deficient audits of 
public companies, focusing on 
Repo 105 accounting 
disclosures, fair-valuation of 
illiquid structured investments, 
and other financial accounting.

+ Prepared and assisted in 
taking 100+ hours of auditor 
testimony over a two month 
period.

+ Managed the intake and 
categorizations of responsive 
investigative discovery, provided 
review strategies and analytics 
for millions of pages and 
metadata.

WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES 
LLP
New York & Silicon Valley

Patent Litigation Paralegal
2008-2009

+ Managed workflow for 
components of complex patent 
litigation cases and junior 
paralegal teams, focusing on 
software and semi-conductors 
matters

+ Collaborated with expert 
witnesses and senior attorneys 
to produce PowerPoint 
demonstratives used in trials, 
mock trials, hearings, case 
reviews, and client pitches 

+ Loaded, organized, searched, 
and reviewed databases of 
discovery and client data

+ Drafted motions, declarations, 
pre-trial disclosures and other 
supporting papers during 
discovery, briefing, and pre-trial 
case phases


